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These questions are indicative of the type of question that will be found in the live assessments. 

 

Question 1: 

When constructing a fire door assembly on site, what documents should be referred to in order 

to ensure the correct components are used?   

a. Test report or field of application report.   

b. Test report or building regulations.   

c. Field of application report or building regulations.   

d. Field of application report or manufacturer’s instructions.   

Answer key: (a) 

Test specification reference: 1.6 

 

Question 2: 

Why would a manufacturer provide a conformity mark on a fire doorset?   

a. To provide a date stamp of when the doorset was assembled.   

b. To declare that the doorset meets specified performance characteristics.    

c. To show that the doorset has been designed within the country of origin.   

d. To define that maintenance must be undertaken on the doorset within 3 months.    

Answer key: (b) 

Test specification reference: 1.10 

 

Question 3: 

What is the main function of a method statement when used to support the installation of a fire 

door?   

a. To identify the location of the installation.   

b. To describe the way the installation must be carried out.   

c. To detail the skill level of staff needed to undertake the installation.   



d. To recommend the ongoing maintenance needed for the installation.   

Answer key: (b) 

Test specification reference: 2.1 

 

Question 4: 

Why is it most important to ensure that a fire doorset or assembly is securely fixed into its 

supporting structure?  

a. To prevent exposure to any flammable substances.    

b. To ensure the installation is covered by building insurance.  

c. To avoid the installation coming loose from its fixings. 

d. To enable all staff to recognise it as a fire safe structure.   

Answer key: (c) 

Test specification reference: 3.3 

 

Question 5: 

Why is it most important to keep records in relation to the installation of fire doorsets and 

assemblies?   

a. To have a list of names of staff involved in the installation.   

b. To demonstrate correct installation has been carried out. 

c. To provide a source of training materials for installation staff.  

d. To ensure that the installation is fully covered by manufacturer’s warranty.   

Answer key: (b) 

Test specification reference: 4.1 

 

 


